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SUMMARY.—This report is a critical résumé of research on the subject of corners in duct systems. No new experimental data are included.

A review of investigations on the relation between the resistance and the design of a corner shows that a corner may be designed to give a low resistance without the use of guide vanes. The corner must be rounded and high values chosen for both the ratio of the radius of curvature to the duct width and the ratio of height to width. For the best results the duct must not be terminated immediately after the corner. The loss around a 90° corner may be reduced to 15 per cent. of the velocity head if the ratio radius of curvature/duct width is 3 and the ratio height/width is 6 and the duct extended a length equal to four times the duct width beyond the corner.

A summary of research on the reduction of corner loss through the use of guide vanes is given, in which the dependence of corner loss on the gap/chord ratio, incidence and profile of the vanes is discussed. The development of vane profiles for corners of 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° through the application of aerodynamic theory is outlined. Tests on these vanes show that the loss around a 90° corner is 14 per cent. of the velocity head at a Reynolds number of $4 \times 10^4$, where the Reynolds number is based on the mean velocity in the duct and the chord of the vane. Through the use of these vanes a corner in a duct may be designed to have a very low resistance.

1. Introduction.—A measure of the resistance of a corner in a duct is obtained from the loss of total head experienced by the air in passing around the corner. If the cross section of the duct is uniform, the loss of head is the drop in static pressure around the corner, which may be expressed as a fraction of the velocity head $\frac{1}{2} \rho \bar{w}^2$ in the form

$$\eta = \Delta p / \frac{1}{2} \rho \bar{w}^2$$

where $\rho$ is the density of air and $\bar{w}$ is the mean velocity in the duct.

Experiment shows that the value of $\eta$ depends upon the Reynolds number. An increase in the Reynolds number to ten times the original value will result in a reduction in the corner resistance to about half the initial value. It is necessary,
therefore, to state the value of the Reynolds number at which \( \eta \) was determined. In the present report the duct systems considered and the \( \eta \) values obtained apply to a Reynolds number range varying from \( 10^4 \) to \( 10^5 \).

I.—Design of an Efficient Corner

2. Flow casts for various corners.—In order that the motion of the air may be studied visually, a method of making casts of the flow forms for corners has been used by L. Wirt.\(^1\) The flow lines are produced by the action of the air on a mixture of lamp black and oil which is placed on the inside walls of the corner. A cast showing the flow on the walls may be made by filling the corner with plaster of Paris and then removing the walls of the corner. Flow casts obtained in this way are shown in Fig. 1. The stream lines show that the flow is considerably disturbed at a corner and that the amount of disturbance depends upon the design of the corner.

The flow around a sharp corner is not of the uniform type indicated in Fig. 1 (a), for experiment shows that the actual flow of air is that shown in Fig. 1 (b). The central core of approaching air is projected against the outside wall of the turn at A. Part of the flow is reversed and a vortex pair produced, and the remainder continues downstream in a more uniform manner.

The rounded corner produces a different type of flow (Fig. 1 (c)). The stream lines diverge near the outside wall of the turn and converge on the inside wall. A rotation of the flow is, therefore, produced in both the plane in which the air is turned and the plane perpendicular to the axis of the corner, and the resulting motion takes place in the form of two spirals rotating in opposite directions.

The effect of changes of the corner dimensions on the flow is indicated in Fig. 1 (d). In the case of the rounded corner an improvement of the flow is obtained by making the curvature of the turn more gradual.

The flow conditions downstream from the corner on the inside wall of the turn are shown in Fig. 1 (e). The flow is stalled and a stagnation point exists some distance downstream from the corner. After the flow has passed the stagnation point it gradually assumes a more uniform distribution.

3. Effect of changes of design on corner loss.—(a) Radius ratio.—The radius ratio is the ratio of the radius of curvature of the centre line of the turn (R) to the width of the duct (D) measured in the same plane as R. The results of investigations on the effect of radius ratio on the loss around 90° corners by L. Wirt\(^1\) for the case of square sections and by A. Hofmann\(^8\) for circular sections are given in Fig. 2. These curves show that a reduction in the corner loss is obtained by increasing R and decreasing D, the section remaining square or circular as the case may be. For a 90° corner with square or circular section the loss can be made less than 30 per cent. if \( R/D > 2.5 \).
FIG. 1.—Flow Casts for Various Corners.
Fig. 2.—Effect of Radius Ratio on the Loss.
Effect of Aspect Ratio and Angle of Deflection ($\theta$) on the Loss.
The ratio $R/D$ serves as a basis for comparing sharp and rounded corners, since for sharp corners $R/D$ is very small and hence $\eta$ is large and for rounded corners $R/D$ is large and $\eta$ small.

(b) Aspect ratio.—The effect of the ratio of height to width $(W/D)$ on the loss around a $90^\circ$ corner has also been investigated by Wirt. The results are summarised in Fig. 3 and they indicate that by increasing the ratio $W/D$ from 1 to 6 it is possible to obtain reductions of about 50 per cent. in the corner loss.

As further indicated in Fig. 3, the combined effect of large aspect ratio and large radius ratio is to produce a corner loss of less than 20 per cent. of the velocity head.

(c) Continuation of the duct after the corner.—The results in Figs. 2 and 3 indicate that the loss around a $90^\circ$ corner is appreciably higher if the duct is terminated immediately after the corner than is the case when the duct is extended beyond the corner. To obtain the best results the ratio of the length of duct following the corner to the duct width should be at least 4.

(d) Angle of deflection.—The results of the work of Weisbach$^3$, Kirchbach$^4$ and Bouchayer$^5$ on the variation of $\eta$ with the angle through which the air is turned by the corner ($\theta$) for various corner designs are given in Fig. 4. As would be expected, the loss decreases as $\theta$ decreases. For a turn of $25^\circ$ or less the corner loss is very small and below this angle of deflection corner design is not important. However, above this value of $\theta$ the variation of the loss with the angle of deflection is quite different for the various designs.

The curves in general show that the results obtained by Wirt which establish the effect of radius ratio on the corner loss for a turn of $90^\circ$, may be considered to hold in the range $0 \leq \theta \leq 90^\circ$. The results of Bouchayer show clearly that a rounded corner $(R/D = 3)$ gives a much lower loss than a sharp corner for $\theta \leq 90^\circ$.

4. Summary of the properties of an efficient corner.—(a) The corner must be rounded and not sharp. The radius ratio should be made large. A consideration of Fig. 2 shows that for a $90^\circ$ corner the radius ratio (radius of curvature/duct width) must be about 3 or more.

(b) A rectangular section of large aspect ratio is better than a circular section. Fig. 3 indicates that for a $90^\circ$ corner the aspect ratio (height/width) should be about 6 or more.

(c) The duct should not be terminated immediately following the corner. The turn must be followed by a length of duct which is at least four times the duct width.

(d) If a $90^\circ$ corner is designed according to the conditions given above, the corner loss will be of the order of 15 per cent. of the velocity head.
5. Improvement of an inefficient corner.—It may frequently occur in practice that other factors governing the design of a duct will prohibit the use of an efficient corner. Three cases may arise: (1) a corner with a good radius ratio but low aspect ratio; (2) a sharp turn with good aspect ratio; (3) a sharp corner with low aspect ratio. It has been found that, through the use of partitions, these inefficient corners may be improved by separating them into a number of efficient corners.

Case (1). (High radius ratio, low aspect ratio.)—An improved corner is produced by partitioning with circular guide surfaces so that each compartment so formed has a high aspect ratio. The improvement of the corner by this method is limited by the loss associated with the increase in surface area introduced by the separators and this loss increases as either the radius ratio or aspect ratio is increased. For this reason the loss around a 90° corner, which has been improved in this way, is not less than 30 per cent. of the velocity head.

Case (2). (Low radius ratio, high aspect ratio.)—Circular guide vanes, having a small surface area, may be used in this case. The number of vanes should be sufficient to give each separate compartment a good radius ratio. The minimum loss around a 90° corner of this type is about 20 per cent. of the velocity head.

Case (3). (Low radius ratio, low aspect ratio.)—Circular guide vanes may again be used to reduce the corner loss. The number of vanes is determined by the fact that each compartment must now have both a good radius ratio and a good aspect ratio. The minimum loss around a 90° corner of this kind is about 20 per cent.

The discussion for Case (3) shows that a corner of the type described in Case (1) may be improved by reducing the radius ratio and using vanes as in Case (3).

In Fig. 1 (a) is shown the great improvement in the flow through the use of guide vanes, and in Fig. 4 the large reduction in the loss around sharp corners in square ducts obtained with guide vanes is indicated.

The resistance of a corner fitted with vanes is closely related to the shape, dimensions, number and incidence of the vanes. These factors have been investigated experimentally and a review of the results follows.

II.—Experimental Tests of Vane Designs

6. Description of the vane designs under test.—An experimental investigation of various vane designs for a 90° corner has been carried out by Klein, Tupper and Green. A duct having a cross-section of 1.5 ft. x 3 ft. was used and the experiments were carried out in the velocity range 30 to 80 ft./sec. The range of the Reynolds number (based on the chord of the vanes) was $10^4$ to $10^5$.

Two 16-gauge sheet metal vanes (Vanes 1 and 2, Fig. 5) and two vanes of thick section (Vanes 3 and 4, Fig. 5) were tested. In each case the chord (c) of the vane was 6 in. The profile of Vane No. 1 is a circular arc with radius $\frac{c}{2}$ joined tangentially to two straight lines inclined at 45° to the chord. The profile of Vane No. 2 is the arc of a quarter circle (radius $c/\sqrt{2}$). Vane No. 3 has a thick profile resembling to
Fig. 5.—Vane Profiles for a 90° Corner.

Fig. 6.—Variation of Corner Loss with Incidence. ($\alpha = 45° + \alpha'$).

Fig. 7.—Variation of Corner Loss with the Gap/Chord Ratio.
some extent the shape of the vanes used in the Göttingen tunnel. The maximum thickness is near the centre of the chord. The profile of Vane No. 4 is a modification of a fore-shortened R.A.F. 30 section arranged along a circular arc, the maximum thickness being about $\frac{3}{4}c$ from the leading edge. The profile dimensions for Vanes 3 and 4 are given in the original paper. 6

7. Comparison of the results for each vane design.—Tests carried out on these vanes indicate that the most uniform velocity distribution on the exit side of the corner was obtained with Vanes 2 and 3. This result is interesting since it indicates that a good velocity distribution is possible with either thin or thick sections.

The effect of incidence is the same for all the vanes and is illustrated by the tests on Vane No. 3 (Fig. 6). The incidence at which the minimum corner loss is obtained is not critical and is very near the position at which the inclination of the chord to the direction of the incident air is 45°. The effect of incidence on the exit flow is mainly to change the direction of flow. As the incidence is increased the air is deflected through a larger angle ($\theta$). On the other hand, no appreciable improvement in the velocity distribution is obtained.

The most important factor governing the uniformity of the velocity distribution and the magnitude of the corner resistance is the ratio of the gap between the vanes to the chord, where the gap is measured along the corner diagonal. In general the velocity distribution improves continuously as the gap is reduced. For the corner loss, however, a definite minimum point is reached as the gap/chord ratio is decreased. The variation of the corner loss coefficient $\eta$ with the gap/chord ratio for each vane is shown in Fig. 7. It is found that the minimum loss is lower for the thin vanes than for the thick vanes, though the difference is not very great. Vane No. 2 gives the lowest loss of 20 per cent. of the velocity head at a gap/chord ratio of 0.43.

8. Effect of vane shape.—The results for Vane No. 2 verify the statement in section 5 of this report that the loss around an inefficient 90° turn may be reduced to 20 per cent. of the velocity head through the use of circular guide vanes. It was also pointed out that this reduction of the corner loss could be accounted for by the improvement of the radius ratio and the aspect ratio of the corner. Since Vanes 1, 3 and 4 have not produced a loss lower than 20 per cent. it is clear that no further reduction of the corner loss can be attributed to the profiles chosen for these vanes.

9. Other investigations.—The work of R. G. Harris and R. A. Fairthorne and K. Frey on the reduction of corner loss through the use of vanes leads to results which are similar to those described above. The corner losses are still of a relatively high order so that the reduction in loss obtained by the various vanes tested is still essentially that resulting from the improvement of the aspect ratio and radius ratio.
The problem of vane shape has not been solved by any of the research described up to this point. All of these tests were carried out with vanes of a given shape, and no attempt was made to produce a method by which a profile suitable for a given deflection may be derived. This problem has been considered in detail by Keiber, and a review of his work follows.

III.—Consideration of Vane Profile from the Point of View of Aerodynamic Theory

10. Circulation around a vane.—The factor which determines the amount by which a fluid will be deflected is the circulation around each vane. The circulation which a vane must have for a given angle of deflection may be found in the following manner.

The assumption will be made that the circulation around a vane is concentrated at the centre of pressure. Each vane may then be replaced by a vortex having its centre coincident with the centre of pressure of the vane and having a vortex strength \( \Gamma \) equal to the circulation around a single vane. Let \( s \) be the distance between the vortices, which is the same as the gap between the vanes, and let \( \theta \) be the given angle of deflection.

The flow around a corner fitted with vanes may, therefore, be represented by the superposition of (1) a uniform potential flow perpendicular to the corner diagonal, and (2) a flow due to a series of equally spaced vortices. Let \( w_1 \), having the components \( u_1 \) and \( v_1 \), be the velocity of the air approaching the cascade of vanes and let \( w_2 \), with the components \( u_2 \), \( v_2 \), be the velocity of the air leaving the cascade (Fig. 8). At large distances from the vorticies the following conditions hold.

(1) The velocity components \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) are due to the parallel potential flow only, and \( u_1 = u_2 \).

(2) The velocity components \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are due to the system of vortices only, and \( v_1 = -v_2 \).

Consider a region enclosing a single vortex as shown in Fig. 8. The width of the region is \( s \) and it extends a large distance \( l/2 \) on each side of the vortex. Then the line integral of the velocity along the boundary enclosing this region will be equal to the vortex strength \( \Gamma \). Thus:

\[
\Gamma = sv_1 + \int_{-l/2}^{l/2} udl - sv_2 - \int_{-l/2}^{l/2} udl
\]

\[
\text{or} \quad \Gamma = s(v_1 - v_2) = 2sv_1 = 2sw \sin \theta/2 \quad \ldots \quad \ldots \quad (1)
\]

where \( w \) is written for \( |w_1| \) or \( |w_2| \).
11. Development of a vane profile having the required circulation $\Gamma$.—Consider an aerofoil in a uniform potential flow moving parallel to the axis of $x$. The lift on the aerofoil is

$$L = \varrho U \Gamma' = C_L \cdot \frac{1}{2} \varrho U^2 \cdot c$$

where $U$ is the velocity of the undisturbed flow, $\Gamma'$ is the circulation around the aerofoil, $C_L$ is the lift coefficient, $c$ is the chord of the aerofoil and $\varrho$ is the density of the fluid medium. The circulation around the aerofoil may, therefore, be written

$$\Gamma' = \frac{1}{2} C_L U c \quad \ldots \quad \ldots \quad \ldots \quad (2)$$

This aerofoil, which is in a plane denoted by $z$, may be transformed to a field of curved flow in the $\zeta$ plane in which the fluid is deflected through the angle $\theta$. This is accomplished by a method of transformation developed by Betz. Since the
circulation remains unchanged during the transformation, then \( \Gamma' \) must equal \( \Gamma \), the circulation required to produce the deflection \( \theta \) in the \( \zeta \) plane. Therefore, the transformation must be such that:

\[
\frac{1}{2} C_L U c = 2 s w \sin \theta / 2
\]  \( (3) \)

It will be seen from equation (3) that, for a given set of conditions \( (s, w \) and \( \theta \) in the \( \zeta \) plane, two of the quantities in the \( z \) plane may be fixed arbitrarily. The scale of the network of orthogonal lines in the \( z \) and \( \zeta \) planes may be so chosen that

\[ U = w. \]

Thus, the network at large distances from the profile in the \( z \) and \( \zeta \) planes is the same. In order that the skin friction loss associated with the additional surface area introduced by a system of vanes may be a minimum, the gap \( s \) must be large, so that the profile in the \( z \) plane must be such that \( C_L \) is as high as possible. The maximum \( C_L \) for most aerofoils\textsuperscript{11} is not more than 1.4. The value \( C_L = 1.35 \) is therefore chosen.

The profile which is selected for the \( z \) plane is that deduced theoretically by Birnbaum and Prandt\textsuperscript{12} (Fig. 9). It has the following equation for the lift coefficient

\[ C_L = 2 \pi \sin (\alpha + \beta - \frac{1}{2} \gamma) \]

and for the pitching moment coefficient

\[ C_m = \frac{\pi}{2} \sin (\alpha + 2 \beta - \frac{5}{4} \gamma) \]

where \( \beta = \frac{1}{2} (\psi + \phi), \gamma = \frac{1}{2} (\psi - \phi) \) and \( \psi \) is the angle between the chord and the tangent to the profile at the leading edge, \( \phi \) is the angle between the chord and the tangent to the profile at the trailing edge and \( \alpha \) is the angle of incidence of the aerofoil.

\[ \text{Fig. 9.—Birnbaum Aerofoil.} \]

The choice of \( \psi = 12^\circ, \phi = 6^\circ \) gives \( C_L = 1.35 \) at the reasonable incidence of \( \alpha = 8^\circ \, 40' \). The pitching moment coefficient becomes 0.428 and the position of the centre of pressure is given by:

\[ \frac{x}{c} = \frac{C_m}{C_L} = 0.317. \]
In Fig. 10 is shown the original and transformed profiles (full lines) for $\theta = 90^\circ$. The position of the centre of the vortex required to produce the deflection through $90^\circ$ in the $\zeta$ plane is at 0. The Birnbaum aerofoil is placed in the $x$ plane with its theoretical centre of pressure at the corresponding point 0. The profile obtained by the transformation is found to have an incidence of $64^\circ 45'$. Experimental tests by Keiber on this vane profile showed that the minimum corner loss is about 14 per cent. of the velocity head at a Reynolds number of $4 \times 10^4$ and an incidence of $56^\circ 30'$.

In order to obtain better agreement between the theoretical and experimental incidence angles, tests were carried out on the transformed profile in the $\zeta$ plane (full line, Fig. 10) to determine the position of the centre of pressure. It was found to be at $Z$ ($\zeta$ plane, Fig. 10). If, therefore, the Birnbaum profile in the $x$ plane is displaced so that the transformed point $Z$ coincides with 0, then a second transformation produces a profile (broken line, $\zeta$ plane, Fig. 10) having an incidence of $59^\circ$. The minimum corner loss around a $90^\circ$ corner fitted with vanes having this profile was again found to be about 14 per cent. of the velocity head at a Reynolds number of $4 \times 10^4$ and an incidence of $56^\circ 30'$.

The previous transformations have been carried out on the assumption that the circulation around a vane could be regarded as concentrated at the centre of pressure. If the circulation required to deflect the flow through an angle $\theta$ is calculated from the actual distribution of circulation without the use of vortices, a different transformation results. The profile obtained by this third transformation from the original Birnbaum aerofoil (Fig. 11) has an incidence of $56^\circ$. Tests on vanes having this profile showed that the minimum corner loss was about 14 per cent. of the velocity head at a Reynolds number of $4 \times 10^4$ and an incidence of $55^\circ$. In this case there is good agreement between the experimental and theoretical incidences.

A review of the above results shows that, provided each vane is set at the incidence found experimentally to give the minimum corner loss, the three profiles are equivalent. The velocity distribution behind the vanes and the minimum corner loss were found by Keiber to be almost the same in all three cases. Vane profiles, which are obtained by the approximate method based on the assumption that the circulation around a vane is concentrated at the theoretical centre of pressure, are therefore considered to be acceptable, but the angle of incidence corresponding to minimum corner loss must be that determined experimentally in each case.

12. Profiles obtained by the approximate method for corners of $90^\circ$, $60^\circ$, $45^\circ$ and $30^\circ$.—The Birnbaum profile may be transformed to a curved flow having an angle of deflection less than $90^\circ$. The profiles for corners of $90^\circ$, $60^\circ$, $45^\circ$ and $30^\circ$ as
Fig. 10.—Vane Profiles for a 90° Corner obtained by the First and Second Transformations.

Fig. 11.—Vane Profile for 90° Corner obtained by the Third Transformation.
obtained by the approximate method are shown in Fig. 12. A value \( C_L = 1.00 \) has been chosen for the 45° and 30° corners. The incidences corresponding to minimum corner loss as found experimentally are indicated for each profile. The dimensions of these profiles referred to the chord are given in Table 1.

Fig. 12.—Vane Profiles for Various Corners obtained by the First Transformation.

From a consideration of equation (3) the gap/chord ratio for each of these profiles may be determined. The Betz transformations in each case are such that the chord of the original Birnbaum aerofoil in the \( z \) plane and the chord of the transformed profile in the \( \xi \) plane are approximately the same. Equation (3) then becomes:

\[
s/c = \frac{1}{2} C_L \csc \theta/2 \quad \ldots \quad \ldots \quad \ldots \quad (4)
\]
where $s/c$ is the gap/chord ratio for the system of vanes, $\theta$ is the angle of deflection and $C_L$ is the lift coefficient of the original Birnbaum aerofoil in the $z$ plane. The chord of each profile in Fig. 12 is given in terms of the gap as found from equation (4).

A summary of the results of Keiber's experiments with the various transformed profiles described above at a Reynolds number of $4 \times 10^4$ is given in Table 2. The losses around combinations of two $90^\circ$ corners, two $45^\circ$ corners and three $60^\circ$ corners are also indicated. These results show that vanes having the profiles shown in Fig. 12 produce a reduction in corner loss which is the result of the combination of good aspect ratio, radius ratio and profile shape.

13. *Magnitude of the chord—scale effect.*—The effect of increasing the Reynolds number to values such as those which apply to wind tunnels is to reduce the corner loss below the values quoted above. An investigation by Klein, Tupper and Green on scale effect showed that the loss around a $90^\circ$ corner decreased from 27 per cent. to 20 per cent. when the chord of the vanes was increased from $\frac{1}{16}$ in. to 6 in. This result indicates that vanes with a large chord should be used in preference to those with a small chord.
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### TABLE 1
Profile dimensions for the vanes shown in Fig. 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$x/c$</th>
<th>$y/c$</th>
<th>90°</th>
<th>60°</th>
<th>45°</th>
<th>30°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$x = \text{distance along chord (c)}, \ y = \text{distance perpendicular to chord.}$

### TABLE 2
Results of tests on the improved vane profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angle of deflection (°)</th>
<th>Shape of profile</th>
<th>Incidence (α)</th>
<th>Resistance coefficient (η)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Theoretical.</td>
<td>Experimental.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90°</td>
<td>Fig. 10 (full line)</td>
<td>64° 15'</td>
<td>56° 30'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90°</td>
<td>Fig. 10 (dotted line)</td>
<td>59°</td>
<td>56° 30'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90°</td>
<td>Fig. 11</td>
<td>56°</td>
<td>55°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60°</td>
<td>Fig. 12</td>
<td>43°</td>
<td>38°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45°</td>
<td>Fig. 12</td>
<td>33° 15'</td>
<td>33° 15'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°</td>
<td>Fig. 12</td>
<td>22° 30'</td>
<td>22° 30'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 x 90°</td>
<td>Fig. 10 (dotted line)</td>
<td>59°</td>
<td>56° 30'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 x 45°</td>
<td>Fig. 12</td>
<td>33° 15'</td>
<td>33° 15'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 x 60°</td>
<td>Fig. 12</td>
<td>43°</td>
<td>38°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reynolds number = $4 \times 10^4$.  
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